
COMPASSIONATE WOMEN INITIATIVE
Sharing Christ, Impacting Communities

Word from Missionary Director

Community transformation is the heart of what we do. Despite the interruptions from the Covid 19

pandemic, Compassionate Women Initiative (CWI) has continued to maneuver through the turbulent

environment to accomplish its mission.

We are committed to our goal of Training, Evangelizing and community interventions to realize our mission.

As part of its response to the interruptions in operations, CWI took to the radio to advance trainings and

evangelism. CWI used the radio platforms to continue passing knowledge on Sexual Reproductive and

Family Health but also share the good news of the Kingdom of God as well.

And Praise be to God, we reached 6,152 people through our various programs. Of these, 12 souls were

reconciled to the Father, 500 families were fed through the food relief program during the covid 19

turbulent times and 5, 627 people were reached with our life transforming training programs.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021.

Background

Compassionate Women Initiative (CWI) is an affiliate of Global Outreach Uganda and has been working in

the districts of Jinja, Mayuge, Kaliro, Luuka, Ntungamo, Isingiro and the West Nile districts for the last 20

years. CWI continues to implements projects in Reproductive Health, business development, Trauma

healing, Evangelism and Discipleship and, Farming God’s way.

Vision Statement

Every life empowered to be lived abundantly.

Mission Statement
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To equip Communities with the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ; by showing and sharing Christ’s love, train

life skills and business development and, create health awareness on preventive measures of common

illnesses so as to have complete transformation of their lives.

Values

The Core Values for CWI seek to make it a competent organization committed to the mission of the gospel,

with clear and accountable systems and structures.

Core values

Christian

Accountable

Partners

Innovative

Compassionate

Key Accomplishments for 2021

During 2021, CWI was able to implement and accomplish the following in the different departments;

Trainings

To help communities have manageable families, CWI holds a Wise Choice for Life Training. It is a training on

Sexual, Reproductive and Family Health (SRFH) and is tailor made for lay community people to understand

God’s pattern for family. CWI passes on correct knowledge and life skills to both men and women on SRFH

matters. This helps them to make wise informed decisions of having manageable families thereby

influencing behavioral change

In 2021, CWI conducted 11 trainings – 3 community trainings and 11 Radio trainings in Wise Choices for Life

and reached 3,127 people. The trainers handled topics on; Identity and Purpose, critical thinking skills and

decision making, communication skills, maternal mortality, parenting and parenting styles. These were

conducted in the areas of Buyala, Kyamagga, Bugabwe Muluza.
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Fig. 1 is A photo above is an illustration of Obstructed labor vs normal labor during a community training

CWI also conducted 7 radio trainings on Trauma Healing and reached 2500 people. The Trauma Healing

training supports individuals and communities to embrace true healing, forgiveness and reconciliation. This

is meant to help communities restrain from the false healing process of ‘quickly giving it up’ but rather take

a hold of the true bridge of healing which usually takes a longer period which comes with different phases

and time frames.

Community Interventions

Many people were badly affected by the interruptions that came as a result of the Covid 19 pandemic.

Businesses were interrupted, schools were closed, people lost jobs as work was affected ectara. CWI made a

number of community interventions;

Feeding interventions

As a result of loss of work, many families were struggling to feed so CWI intervened with food relief to feed

hungry families. CWI fed over 500 families in the slum communities of Masese I, Masese III, Mbiko,

Makenke, Bugembe Bukaya and, Moyo district.
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Welfare

After the lockdown, many families had lost their source of livelihood. CWI supported Three (3) clients with

business startup capital to begin small scale businesses. And, this has enabled them earn an income and

provide their families with the basic needs of life such as food, shelter, and clothing thereby improving living

standards.

Evangelism

There is absolutely no complete transformation without spiritual transformation, so CWI takes part in the

mandate of sharing the good news of salvation and had 12 souls won for Christ and reconciled back to the

father.

Education Support

As part of community transformation, CWI supports Orphaned and Vulnerable children by providing

educational support. CWI supported 2 students with tuition fees at vocational Institute (Plumbing and

Motor Vehicle Mechanics). However, many of the students were unable to be in school as a result of the

Covid 19 lockdown but with the opening of the economy, 20 students will need more of this support.

Field Visits

To offer psycho-social and spiritual support, CWI made visits to 8 clients that were going through in tough

situations in life. CWI offered prayer, counsel, emotional support and encouragement to soothe their pain
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and struggles. CWI also shared basic knowledge on saving and business management which has contributed

to the transformation of their lives.

Fig.2 A photo of an excited client holding a CWI staff member

While the team was visiting

Sustainable Projects

CWI saw an increase in production in both of our sustainable projects. The CWI craft studio designed 2,192

pieces of Arts and crafts and made Ugs. 6,111,192 and on the other hand, CWI revamped its chicken project

and Praise be to God, the project reached up to 94% productivity. All of these sustainable projects are

meant for boosting CWI’s projects which has a big mandate of reaching the unreached both tangibly and

intangibly.

Future Goals

Rehoboth Farm

In October 2020, we bless God for His provision. CWI acquired a 5-acre piece of land that it intends to

develop into an Agro-Tourism center. CWI would like to establish a piggery project and do value addition by

processing the meat into sausages. The Ministry would establish a center for retreats, community trainings,
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bandars for accommodation for visitors from within and without. All the funds accrued from these would be

injected back into CWI’s core ministry (Trainings, Evangelism and Community).

This core ministry is in line with our passion of winning souls for the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ both

directly but also indirectly; being Jesus’ hands and feet.

The plan allows us to identify the critical issues that must be addressed to protect, promote and improve

the lives of people in our areas of operation.

CWI therefore invites partners, individuals, businesses to be a part of the work God is doing at CWI by

volunteering, offer both financial and prayer support to the ministry.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it has been only God through you that has enabled us to reach and transform the lives of over

6,152 people. Surely Ebenezer! However, we cannot underestimate the partners in mission that have

diligently given to this cause, had you not heeded to the call of God, maybe we would not have achieved

this much. The partnerships of our sister organizations in the vineyard have played a great role as well.

Surely, your contribution can not be underrated. And to the staff, who have put in effort to see that the lost

are reached, thank you so much.

To all our donors, partners, staff and, communities where we serve, we look forward to another year of

great cooperation and teamwork. Keep the Vision Moving! #SharingChrist#Impactingcommunities#

God bless you all immensely!
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